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Abstract
Large particles can be deposited in natural stream channels as a result of failed erosion
protection measures or geological deposits. The impacts these large particles have on the
natural systems have been studied, however the previous literature that has been completed
either has a very narrow scope applicable only to alpine rivers or are simplified and do not
fully capture the processes that occur in a natural channel system. Additionally, the results
often contradict each other, and give an unclear understanding of the effects these large
particles have on bed morphology and sediment transport.
This thesis utilizes a laboratory experiment to evaluate the effects that varying densities
of large immobile particles in a gravel-bed channel have on sediment transport and bed
morphology. The objective of this study is to gain further understanding and to consolidate
existing literature to provide a more holistic overview of the effects of these large particles
on a channel bed. It was expected that large immobile particles would cause an increase
in channel roughness, and that the impacts to sediment transport and bed morphology
would reflect this.
The laboratory experiment consisted of 5 test cases with varying densities of large
immobile particles, and one base case with no large particles present. In each case, the
flume bed was composed of a poorly sorted gravel mixture with a bi-modal distribution
of sand and gravel meant to be representative of a natural gravel-bed channel. The large
particles were sized to be representative of common engineering principles by applying a
factor of safety to a minimum stable particle size. Each experimental case consisted of a
single hydrograph with continuous sediment input scaled to the flow rate.
The results of the test cases and the base case proved that relating the large particle
density to an increase in channel roughness was too simplistic to explain the trends found
within this study. At low densities of large immobile particles, the transported material and
the bed material both became coarser. At medium densities of large immobile particles,
the bed material size and erosion reached a maximum, and the system also approached
equal mobility. Finally, at high densities of large immobile particles, the size of transported
material and bed material sizes were similar to that of the base case, and the sediment
transport also had the strongest clockwise hysteresis trend. These results indicate the
difficult of relating large immobile particle density to channel roughness to explain the
effects on sediment transport and bed morphology.
In an effort to provide a more holistic explanation, and to consolidate the existing lit-
erature, a more complex explanation was developed using the findings of previous research
and relating it to the results found within this study. This complex model is made up of
3 main points:
1. Isolated large immobile particles create localized areas of increased erosive forces,
and localized protected areas (Brayshaw et al., 1983).
2. At a narrow range of large immobile particle spacings, flow structures build upon
each other and amplify their erosive forces (Tan and Curran, 2012).
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3. Densely spaced large immobile particles causes high energy skimming flow that is
able to create powerful eddies in gaps between the large particles (Hassan and Reid,
1990).
This complex model explains the trends and results found within this study. Addi-
tionally, the results of this research were used to form the framework for predicting or
understanding the impacts to a natural channel system caused by the introduction of large
immobile material. Finally, the results of this study can be used to further research and
develop design criteria for engineered in-channel structures to remedy imbalanced channel
processes.
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1 Introduction
Channel erosion, either due to natural processes or as it adjusts due to a disturbance such
as urbanization, can often increase infrastructure or other human interests to higher levels
of risk. In the past, infrastructure proximal to stream channels were generally protected
using hard-engineering approaches, often concrete walls or concrete channel linings. De-
spite industry advancements away from these practices, other hard approaches such as the
lining of channel banks with riprap or other large material are commonplace (Province of
British Columbia, 2000; MTO, 1997; Colorado Department of Transportation, 2004; U.S.
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, 1989; IOWA Department
of Natural Resources, 2006; New Jersey State Soil Conservation Committee, 2014; United
States Geological Survey, 1986; Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation, 2013;
Scottish Environment Protection Agency, 2008). Large material is used for constructing
scour protection measures for many features including culvert outlets, bridge piers, and
grade control structures.
While the use of large material in river engineering works is aimed at providing erosion
protection and stability, it often does not address the channel processes that created the
initial issues. Without addressing these issues, stabilization and protection efforts can fail
through processes such as particle erosion, transitional slides, and slumping (Blodgett and
McConaughy, 1986). Additionally, installation errors can cause failure of these stabilization
efforts (Sutton, 2008). Regardless of the exact method of failure, the use of large material
in channel remediations often result in large material being deposited on the channel bed.
The impacts of large particles once they have reached the bed of a channel have been
studied with varying outcomes. Brayshaw et al. (1983) proposed that at higher densities of
large particles on the channel bed, resistance to flow would increase and sediment transport
rates would decrease. More recent studies have found that intermediate densities of large
particles experienced a peak in resistance rather than large particle density being propor-
tional to resistance (Hassan and Reid, 1990; Yager et al., 2007). There is disagreement in
the trends of sediment transport with changes in large particle density, with some studies
finding that sediment transport follows a decreasing trend with increasing large particle
density (Ghilardi, 2014) and others finding the trend to be complex and not following a
consistently increasing or decreasing trend when compared to either resistance to flow or
large particle density (Hassan and Reid, 1990).
While the topic of research related to the effects of large immobile particles on sediment
transport and bed morphology has been explored by many researchers, their conflicting
findings emphasize the need for further study. Many of the studies relevant to this topic
use over simplified conditions to gain understanding of a complex process such as steady
flow (Hassan and Reid, 1990; Church et al., 1998; Hassan and Church, 2000), uniform
sediment (Strom et al., 2004), or no sediment inflow (Hassan and Reid, 1990). Additionally,
many studies have examined the isolated effects of a single roughness element or a small
group of them (Brayshaw et al., 1983; Church et al., 1998; Strom et al., 2004; Tritico and
Hotchkiss, 2005), which is often difficult to use for understanding of larger scale processes.
Finally, many of the studies completed to date were based upon a narrow set of conditions,
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emulating high-gradient river systems typically found in alpine settings (Ghilardi, 2014;
Aristide Lenzi et al., 2006; Yager et al., 2007, 2012).
In order to gain further understanding of the effects of large particles on sediment trans-
port and bed morphology on gravel-bed channel processes, further research is merited to
provide insight on a more holistic system that emulates more naturally occurring condi-
tions. Further work is needed to confirm that results found in high-gradient systems are
applicable in moderate-to-low gradient systems found in many gravel bed rivers. In order to
address this research gap, this study undertook flume experiments, with a moderate chan-
nel slope, a bi-modal sand gravel bed composition and variable water and sediment inflow
rates to emulate a typical hydrographic flood event. Data related to sediment transport
and bed morphology were collected throughout the experiment. The specific objectives
of this research are: 1) to evaluate the effects that varying densities of large immobile
particles (ie. rip-rap that has failed from its intended location and is contributing to the
bed material) in a gravel-bed channel have on sediment transport and bed morphology and
2) to provide a more holistic overview of these effects of large particles to consolidate the
findings of existing literature.
2
2 Background
This section provides a background on the pathways in which large particles find their
way into channel systems, as well as a background overview of analysis methodologies and
previous work related to large particles in channel systems. The first subsection examines
the modes that large particles are introduced into stream corridors, and then further pro-
vides information on how such particles become part of the bed material compliment. The
remaining subsections provide background on previous research completed on the effects
that large particles may have on sediment transport and bed morphology. In the process
of looking at these studies, the development of the related science is briefly presented. The
topics covered include:
• roughness and shear stress,
• a general overview of sediment transport,
• hysteresis, and
• fractional transport and equal mobility.
These topics are useful for analyzing the effects of large particles and their impacts to bed
morphology and sediment transport.
2.1 Introducing large particles into the stream corridor
While large particles can be found in streams resulting from the geological units they have
been carved within, they are often introduced anthropogenically as a means of erosion
protection. When a stream channel becomes unstable due to urbanization or natural or
artificial disturbances, the resulting erosion can pose a risk to or damage of adjacent in-
frastructure. When this occurs, practitioners have traditionally applied hard-engineering
approaches to mitigate or remedy site specific problems. This has included methods such
as concrete walls, concrete channel linings, gabion walls or other engineered structures.
More recently, softer, more natural approaches are being undertaken to provide a more dy-
namic and resilient approach to channel stabilization. These rehabilitation methods range
from vegetation plantings on channel banks to vegetated buttress linings. An approach
that has been used commonly to solve erosion or stabilization issues is the application of
riprap or larger, more stable particles to the bank or area of interest. Riprap or round-
stone lining is prevalent worldwide as evidenced through numerous design manuals from
Canada (Province of British Columbia, 2000; MTO, 1997), the United States (Colorado
Department of Transportation, 2004; U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Administration, 1989; IOWA Department of Natural Resources, 2006; New Jersey State
Soil Conservation Committee, 2014; United States Geological Survey, 1986; Vermont De-
partment of Environmental Conservation, 2013) and internationally (Scottish Environment
Protection Agency, 2008). In addition to riprap used for erosion protection, armouring is
often installed at culvert outlets, bridge piers or other stream side locations to protect
underlying infrastructure such as watermains, sanitary sewers or pipelines. Examples of
installed riprap or large particles in channel settings are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
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Figure 1: This photo shows the placement of riprap material on a channel bank for
erosion protection (Province of British Columbia, 2000).
Figure 2: Large particles placed on the outside of a channel bend for erosion
protection. These particles have been integrated with vegetation for further
stability (IOWA Department of Natural Resources, 2006).
With riprap and armouring frequently used for small patchwork applications without
addressing the problems that caused the erosive forces within the channel system, these
stabilization and protection measures can be insufficient to arrest channel processes and
fail. Many different forms of riprap failure are understood, including particle erosion,
transitional slides, and slumping (Blodgett and McConaughy, 1986). While these failures
may be the result of inadequate design or understanding of river system processes, they
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Figure 3: This photo shows the placement of riprap material on a channel bank for
erosion protection (New Jersey State Soil Conservation Committee, 2014).
may also be the result of improper installation (Sutton, 2008). These failures are not
limited to riprap bank protection but also frequently occur for other types of revetments
such as culvert outfalls or bridge piers and abutments.
Regardless of the method of failure, all of these channel responses result in the in-
troduction of large material into the channel bed. Some of the methods of introduction,
such as bank slumping of a riprap lined bank would introduce the material as a tightly
spaced matrix on the channel bed. Alternatively, the erosion of a riprap bank or the fail-
ure of material at a culvert outlet, such as in Figure 4, might be dispersed loosely on the
channel bed. Another example of this is shown in Figure 5, which depicts large particles
downstream of a bridge crossing on Etobicoke Creek, located in Mississauga, Ontario.
2.2 Roughness and shear stress
In order to provide the broad picture of the effects large particles may have on a channel
beds, roughness and shear stress must first be addressed. Channel roughness represents a
channel’s resistance to flow. This is commonly defined by assigning a channel roughness to a
given reach of channel, such as the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, Manning’s coefficient or
Che´zy coefficient which is then considered to be representative of the net channel resistance.
In general the roughness coefficients are generated by calibrating an at-a-station discharge
or velocity with the parameters of slope, depth and cross sectional area, such as in the
form of the Manning’s equation (Manning, 1891):
V =
1
n
R
2/3
h S
1/2
f (1)
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where V [L
T
] is the average channel velocity, n [ T
L1/3
] is Manning’s roughness coefficient, Rh
[L] is the hydraulic radius, and Sf [−] is the friction slope. This method of determining
the roughness coefficient is often impossible due to the lack of the required flow data for
calibration, however Cowan (1956) developed a procedure for estimating the roughness
coefficient:
n = (nb + n1 + n2 + n3 + n4)m (2)
where
• nb is a base value for straight, uniform channels,
• n1 is a coefficient to represent channel irregularity,
• n2 is a coefficient for variation in cross sectional shape,
• n3 is a coefficient for obstructions in the channel,
• n4 is a coefficient for vegetation, and
• m is a coefficient for the meandering of the channel.
Several documented works provide tables or visual references to guide the process of
selecting appropriate parameters for Cowan’s method (Cowan, 1956), but the key com-
ponent to note is that the presence of large particles on a channel bed impacts three of
Figure 4: A photo of material placed for erosion protection at a culvert outlet,
which is located behind the tree in the image. The photo depicts material that has
been washed away due to improper installation. Originally the material was placed
uniformly across the bank, but the material in the center has since washed into the
channel.
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Figure 5: A photo of artificial large immobile particles deposited downstream of a
culvert crossing. The channel in the picture is Etobicoke Creek in Mississauga,
Ontario.
the modifying parameters. Large particles increase the channel irregularity (n1), increase
the obstructions present in the cross section (n3), and finally alter the base value (nb) by
changing the characterization of the channel substrate. All of these possible changes caused
by the introduction of large particles results in an increased estimation in the roughness
value.
Shear stress is the measure of force applied by moving water on a body in the path
of the flow. In general, bed shear stress is the force of water acting on the grains of the
channel bed. Bed shear stress (τ0 [
M
L·T 2 ]) can be calculated using (Te Chow, 1959):
τ0 = 0.97γRSf (3)
where γ [ M ·L
L2·T 2 ] is the weight density of water and h (L) is the depth of flow.
On a flat uniform channel bed, shear stress is distributed approximately equally along
all grains on the bed surface. However, large particles protruding from the channel bed
experience a proportionately greater amount of the total shear stress due to being more
predominantly in the flow path and deflecting flow away from the other bed material
(Hassan and Church, 2000). As a result, the large particles tend to be more mobile than
expected at a given flow, whereas the remaining smaller bed material will be shielded and
therefore less mobile.
2.3 Sediment transport
Sediment transport has been studied for thousands of years, with evidence presented in
engineering works completed on waterways in Mesepotamia as early as 5200 B.C., in Egypt
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in 3000 B.C., as well as in China in 2278 B.C. (Graf, 1984). While most of these early works
are documented through the observation of their practical works, Pierre DuBuat produced
the first known formal writings of experimentation of hydraulics and sediment transport
named ”Principes d’Hydraulique” in 1786 (Du Buat, 1786). Despite this early work, the
first formal sediment transport equation was presented by DuBoys in 1879 (DuBoys, 1879).
By the time Ashworth and Ferguson (1989) were studying gravel bed rivers, it was well
known that sediment transport rates are a function of sediment transport capacity, sed-
iment supply and sediment size. Figure 6 depicts common impacts of channel flow and
sediment transport on a gravel bed river system.
Figure 6: Interrelationships amongst form, flow, and sediment in active gravel-bed
rivers (Ashworth and Ferguson, 1986)
Numerous sediment transport formulae have been developed in order to quantify the
bedload transport rates over varying conditions. Most formulae have been formulated in
dimensionless form to allow for broad ranges in application:
q∗ =
qs√
(G− 1)gd3i
(4)
where q∗ is Einstein’s dimensionless bedload transport rate, qs [ ML·T ] is the dimensional
bedload transport rate, G [−] is the specific gravity of the transported material, and di [L]
is a discrete grain diameter.
One of the most commonly applied bedload transport equations for gravel size fractions
is that presented by Meyer-Peter and Mu¨ller (1948) of the form:
q∗ = 8(τ ∗ − τ ∗C)
3
2 (5)
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where τ ∗ is the dimensionless shear stress being applied to the channel bed, and τ ∗C is the
critical shear stress required for the initiation of motion of the material. This equation
was developed from experimental data in a flume, using a well-sorted gravel bed as the
transport material. Wong and Parker (2006) identified an error in the Meyer-Peter and
Mu¨ller (1948) formula, which was corrected to:
q∗ = 4.93(τ ∗ − τ ∗C)1.6 (6)
Numerous other equations have been developed that fit a similar format. Some exam-
ples of these were developed by Einstein (1950), Ashida and Michiue (1972), Engelund and
Fredsøe (1976), Luque and Beek (1976), and Parker (1979).
2.3.1 Hysteresis
Bedload hysteresis has been studied since the work of Einstein (1950), which identifies
trends in sediment transport across hydrographic events from the rising to the falling
limbs. Generally speaking, hysteresis is the comparison of sediment transport occurring on
the rising limb to sediment transport on the falling limb. A clockwise hysteresis identifies
greater amounts of sediment transport on the rising limb, whereas a counter-clockwise hys-
teresis identifies great sediment transport occurring on the falling limb. Common hysteresis
trends are shown in Figure 7
Figure 7: Common hysteresis trends where A) is a single value line B) is clockwise
hysteresis C) is counter-clockwise hysteresis D) is a single value line plus a loop
and E) is a figure eight (Williams, 1989).
Williams (1989) outlined a framework for the physical reasons for the different hysteresis
patterns and likely causes of each as shown in Table 1. Supplementing the trends depicted
by Williams (1989), Kuhnle (1982) predicted that clockwise loops are caused by lags in the
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formation and destruction of bed roughness elements during the rising and falling limbs.
It was also postulated that counterclockwise loops are a result of greater flow strengths
required to mobilize sediment on the rising limb than the falling limb, possibly due to the
breaking up of the armour layer or other such processes.
Table 1: Hysteresis Patterns as Outlined by Williams (1989)
Class Relation Cause
A Single value line Uninterrupted sediment supply
B Clockwise loop Depletion of available sediment or formation of armour
layer prior to water flow peak
C Counterclockwise loop Faster propagation of water wave than sediment wave,
high sediment erodibility with prolonged erosion, or sea-
sonal variability of rainfall distribution and sediment pro-
duction within basin
D Single Value line plus loop Combination of causes from 1, 2 and 3
E Figure eight Combination of causes from 2 and 3
Numerous studies have published the measured hysteresis of experiments both in the
field (Humphries et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015) as well as in a flume (Mao, 2012; Waters
and Curran, 2015). In general, a clockwise trend for sediment transport was more common
within both systems, with studies indicating the deposition of coarse material during the
falling limb, reducing the bed mobility (Mao, 2012; Humphries et al., 2012). Interestingly,
it was found that coarse material generally followed a clockwise hysteresis trend whereas
fine material followed a counterclockwise hysteresis trend (Wang et al., 2015). Finally,
specific to flume experiments, it was found that a counterclockwise hysteresis was found
on the first hydrograph on a channel bed due to the flow history commonly run prior to
the experiments. The flow history, which created patches of fine sediment and patches
of coarse sediment resulted in sediment transport lag due to patchy sediment availability
(Waters and Curran, 2015).
2.3.2 Bed Armouring and Imbrication
As channel beds experience more flow events, a process of channel armouring occurs.
Channel armouring is the condition of finer material being washed from the channel bed,
while the coarser, less mobile material remains on the bed surface (Melville and Chin,
1986). This coarse material layer, called the armour layer, protects fine sediment below it,
resulting in a limited sediment supply for flow events unable to move the coarse material
(Melville and Chin, 1986). It was later discovered that while the erosion of fine material
was the primary process behind armour layer development, the creep of subsurface material
to the surface also contributes to it’s development (Ferdowsi et al., 2017). Despite channel
armouring protecting the material below it, and limiting sediment availability, it was found
that channel armouring co-exists with the transport of all sizes of surface grains (Wilcock
and DeTemple, 2005).
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Adding further to the channel bed resilience is the process of particle imbrication.
Imbrication is the alignment of armour particles with their flatter faces sloping upwards
in the downstream direction (Friedman and Sanders, 1978; Melville and Chin, 1986). A
schematic depicting imbrication is found in Figure 8.
Figure 8: Schematic of particle imbrication in channel settings. The schematic is
the profile of a channel or flume.
Even though both channel armouring and imbrication increase the resilience and sta-
bility of the channel bed, sufficient flows or disturbances can be achieved to break-up the
coarse surface layer of bed material. This armour layer break-up initially causes fining
of the surface material, followed by an almost immediate increase in sediment transport.
After the armour layer break-up has occurred, the resultant reformation typically creates
an even coarser armour layer (Orru´ et al., 2016).
2.3.3 Fractional transport and equal mobility
A particle strictly in isolation is mobilized based upon shear stresses being applied on the
particle and the resistance forces to that particle. Based strictly upon size and weight, a
smaller particle is easier to mobilize than a larger particle. However, when particles are
integrated into a mixture of different sizes and weights, their mobility now relates to the
mobility of the mixture as a whole rather than the mobility of the individual particles. It
has been suggested that a condition, referenced to as equal mobility, occurs when all particle
sizes in a mixture are mobilized and transported equally (Parker et al., 1983). Conversely,
size selective transport refers to the mobility of particles based upon the absolute diameter
of the given particle, rather than the diameter relative to other material on the bed. The
condition for equal mobility, according to Parker et al. (1983), is that the pavement layer
must be broken prior to this occuring. Wilcock and Southard (1988) later determined
using a laboratory experiment at steady state flow that all sediment sizes within a mixture
begin motion at approximately the same dimensional bed shear stress.
Ashworth and Ferguson (1989) studied the results presented by Parker et al. (1983)
to determine if the results could be replicated at the field scale. While it was found that
the bedload transport approached a scenario of equal mobility at the highest tested flows
and shear stresses, ultimately, selective transport processes were identified in all cases
examined. It was accepted that the initiation of motion was more reliant upon relative
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particle size effects rather than absolute size effects. They also discussed that size selective
transport occurs before the largest particles on a channel bed are mobilized and only
exposed particles are transported. Once coarse particles on the surface begin motion,
bedload transport approaches equal mobility.
Wilcock and McArdell (1997) offered a partial transport mechanism which identified
that a shear stress that is insufficient for equal mobility may cause some size fractions to
be in a state of partial mobility. Despite a range in sizes of material being fully mobile
based upon a given shear stress, the transport rates are independent of the size of the
material, and are dependent on the amount of material present on the channel bed. They
also found that the shear stress that is able to fully mobilize the coarsest particles in the
bed sediment mixture is the same shear stress in which equal mobility also occurs. Smaller
grains, however, may be fully mobile prior to equal mobility, but may be hidden under
coarser sediment in this scenario. The mechanism in which partial mobility occurs is the
trapping of a mobile particle size between larger particle sizes, reducing their proportion
of active grains in the mobile fraction.
Church and Hassan (2002) further expanded fractional transport rate research by pre-
senting the fractional transport ratio pi/fi and the scaled fractional transport ratio qbipi/fi
[ M
L·T ]. Examples of these are taken from Church and Hassan (2002) and are shown in Figure
9 to provide definitions and delineations of the transport modes. A fractional transport
ratio (pi/fi) of 1 for a range in particle sizes indicates that the system is at equal mobility,
and the deviation from this horizontal line is indicative of an overrepresentation of some
size classes, and an underrepresentation of others when comparing their fraction of the
bedload to their fractions in the bed material. The scaled fractional transport ratio mul-
tiplies the fractional transport ratio by the sediment transport rate of each size fraction.
This is done to provide weighting to the sediment transport rates of each size fraction to
its over- or under-representation in the bedload.
2.3.4 Hiding functions and relative size effects
In order to better account for the complex processes in regards to sediment transport,
many studies have focused on developing formulae to predict the relative size effects within
sediment mixtures. This often takes the form of a hiding function, which determines the
transportability of a specific size class based on the difference in size between that size
class and a representative material size.
Egiazaroff (1965) identified that the mobility of sediment in a non-uniform sediment
mixture was dependent on the relative size of the sediment. To account for this effect, a
generalized power-law was suggested for determining the critical shear stress (τ ∗ci) using
the relative size of the sediment (Di/Dx) (Egiazaroff, 1965):
τ ∗ci = a(Di/Dx)
b (7)
where Di [L] is the particle diameter of interest, Dx [L] is the reference particle size, and
a and b are fitting parameters.
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Figure 9: Examples of plots depicting a) the fractional transport ratio pi/fi and b)
the scaled fractional transport rate qbipi/fi.
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Early attempts to parameterize Dx on Di in equation 7 utilized the relationship between
the bed material size and a representative size found within the subsurface sediment of the
channel bed (Andrews, 1983), as subsurface material is typically more representative of the
material gradation found within bedload. Andrews (1983) determined the critical shear
stress for a specific particle size in a mixture by normalizing equation 7 by the median
particle size of the subpavement material (d50) of the form:
τ ∗ci = 0.0834(di/d50)
−0.872 (8)
Many variations of the above equation can be found (Ashworth and Ferguson, 1989;
Marion and Weirich, 2003; Petit, 1994; Aristide Lenzi et al., 2006), however, it was sug-
gested that using a size of material other than the median particle size might be beneficial.
The use of the D90 has been recommended since the coarsest material determines the hiding
effects on the bed.
2.4 Previous studies on the effects of large particles
2.4.1 Sediment transport research related to large particles
Numerous studies have examined the effects of roughness elements on alluvial channels,
specifically regarding impacts to stability, sediment transport and roughness. While few
studies specifically look at the effects of immobile keystones on alluvial channels, other
work has been completed on particle clusters, either naturally formed (Church et al., 1998;
Hassan and Church, 2000; Buffin-Blanger et al., 2000; Tan and Curran, 2012) or seeded
using coarse material found typically in a stream bed (Hassan and Reid, 1990). Despite
differences between the large immobile particles examined on a given channel bed or particle
clusters examined in other studies, both are isolated roughness elements, and are similar
enough to provide valuable insight into the responses caused by either the presence of these
features or the effects of different spacings on bedform responses.
Laboratory studies have typically been employed to accurately control flow rates and
sediment sizes, and for increased resolution and accuracy in data collection. Some labora-
tory studies have utilized a sediment feed into the flume (Hassan and Church, 2000; Yager
et al., 2007; Tan and Curran, 2012), however many studies had examined effects in the
absence of sediment feeds and relied upon sediment eroded from upstream regions in the
flume for sediment resupply (Brayshaw et al., 1983; Hassan and Reid, 1990; Church et al.,
1998; Buffin-Blanger et al., 2000). Field studies have evaluated the impacts of roughness
elements on natural stream channels, and have looked at the resultant flow structures on
the channel bed created by the roughness elements (Buffin-Blanger et al., 2000) or have
been used to confirm results previously found in laboratory experiments (Yager et al.,
2012).
2.4.2 Large particle interaction
Brayshaw et al. (1983) studied the effects of varying the proximity of multiple particles and
the impacts to flow structures around the large particles. These relationships can be used
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to infer changes to sediment transport in a stream containing particle clusters at varying
densities on the stream bed. The study showed that mobile particles experience less drag
and lift when they were positioned closer to the wake side of obstructions or other large
particles. A particle on the upstream side of an obstruction experienced increased lift as
it was positioned closer, which would result in the particle being mobilized more readily.
These results were tested using seeded particles to examine the differences in mobility at
various locations around an obstruction. Counter to the previous result, particles down-
stream of the large particle cluster were noted to be more frequently mobilized despite their
predicted lower lift and drag forces compared to upstream particles. However, upstream
particles were found to have greater travel distances, perhaps being a better indication of
their greater instability on the stream bed.
A study completed by Tritico and Hotchkiss (2005) undertook a more detailed exami-
nation into the changes in hydrodynamics around a flow obstruction such as a protruding
boulder. They found that flow upstream of an obstruction, while lower in energy than an
unobstructed scenario, generally followed the log-wake law (Nezu et al., 1993) and main-
tains turbulent flow structures. On the downstream side of the obstruction, a near field
vortex street can be found at the edges of the obstruction, resulting in increases in kinetic
energy and lateral turbulence. The results of the study completed by Tritico and Hotchkiss
(2005) are illustrated in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Summary of hydrodynamic changes around a placed boulder
obstruction (Tritico and Hotchkiss, 2005)
While the study completed by Brayshaw et al. (1983) identified that the lift and drag
forces on the downstream side of a protruding particles is reduced, Tritico and Hotchkiss
(2005) clearly showed that turbulence and total kinetic energy is infact increased on the
wake side of the particles. This explains the increased mobilization of particles on the
downstream side found by Brayshaw et al. (1983), and points to the possibility of increased
mobilization of particles on the downstream side of a flow obstruction.
A study completed by Tan and Curran (2012) examined the effects different configu-
rations of particle clusters had on flow structure. Their experiments were studies with an
armoured bed consisting of either the absence of bedform particle clusters, one isolated
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cluster, two clusters or a group of three clusters. The study identified that the difference
in scenarios were able to depict the effects of clusters for various spatial densities. When
a single cluster was evaluated, peak kinetic energy Reynolds shear increased downstream
of the cluster when related to a condition with no clusters. The peak kinetic energy as
much as doubled when compared to the peak kinetic energy when no clusters were present.
Coupled clusters were shown to experience a further increase in turbulence, with peak
turbulence resulting from recirculation between the clusters. The coupled clusters are rep-
resentative of a cluster density where the hydraulic interference of adjacent clusters build
on each other rather than interfere with the flow patterns. Group clusters, which is at a
greater density than the coupled clusters, were found to reduce the Reynolds shear. Their
dense cluster spacing caused the flow patterns to interfere with each other and resulted in
skimming flow. Skimming flow contains very similar characteristics to flow over a rough
bed with no bedforms.
2.4.3 Large particle impacts on sediment transport
Hassan and Reid (1990) completed a laboratory study on the effects of varying densities of
large particle clusters on roughness and sediment transport. The study consisted of a flume
experiment in which particle clusters were seeded and run under steady flow conditions
with no sediment inputs. They found that as the cluster density increased, flow resistance
increased, however once cluster densities increased past a critical point, flow resistance
began to decrease. This observation was explained using the three flow types defined by
Morris (1955), being:
• isolated roughness, where the flow patterns around each obstruction do not signifi-
cantly interefere with each other;
• wake-interference, where vortex generation and dissipation is not completed prior to
the next element; and
• skimming, where small vortices form between elements, allowing flow to skim over
the top of elements without impinging on the channel bed.
When relating the bedload transport to the flow resistance, it was found that flow resis-
tance was inversely proportional to transport rates, with the minimum bedload transport
being observed at the instance of the highest flow resistance (Hassan and Reid, 1990).
Once cluster density was increased past the maximum flow resistance, bedload transport
rates were found to increase, despite being within the skimming phase. It was observed
that powerful, yet sporadic, eddies were impinging upon the channel bed in isolated areas
due to the unevenly scattered clusters. Upon further increase in cluster densities, bedload
transport rates decreased. This consequence was identified to arise from a greater coverage
of skimming flow and less opportunities for eddy complexes to impinge on the channel
bed. Hassan and Reid (1990) suggested that the bedload transport was impacted by both
the excess energy available for transport, as well as the amount of area unprotected from
skimming flow.
Church et al. (1998) conducted a flume study on the effects of particle clusters on
gravel-bed streams with mobile bed sediment in which the clusters were allowed to form
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naturally under varying steady flow conditions. They found that the presence of particle
clusters reduced sediment transport by orders of magnitude and improved the channel bed
stability. Additionally, they found that particle clusters generated more flow roughness the
longer they were allowed to develop under low flow conditions. They also found that the
strength of the clusters increased with increasing shear stress until a point where the shear
stress was sufficient to destroy the clusters.
Hassan and Church (2000) undertook a study on the impacts of channel bed surface
structure of a gravel bed river where the bed was allowed to develop without an initial
sediment feed and allowing for stone cluster formation. They found that the bed structure
and clusters were maintained once a sediment feed began, but the bed surface generally
fined over time. This fining supported the trend that excess shear stress was consumed
by the particle clusters, allowing for the deposition of finer materials once the sediment
feed was added. Eventually, with the sediment feed added, the surface structure developed
to reach a state where sediment continuity was maintained, suggesting that the formation
of particle clusters on the channel bed continued until equilibrium was reached. Hassan
and Church (2000) suggested, based upon the observations of this study, that naturally
occurring bed structures, such as particle clusters or large particles, were resulting in
sediment transport equations over predicting transport rates by an order of magnitude.
A study completed by Strom et al. (2004) using uniform spheres to observe the charac-
teristics of cluster formation and their disintegration in relation to the Shields parameter
(τ ∗). They found that clusters formed at 1.25 ≤ τ ∗ ≤ 2 times the Shields parameter for the
sediment, and the clusters disintegrated at τ ∗ ≥ 2.25 times. They found that there were
three phases of cluster development: a sink phase at low shear stresses where material is
added to the clusters, a neutral phase where sediment removed from structures is equivalent
to that added to structures, and a source phase where the clusters begin to break apart.
They observed that clusters increased the magnitude of sediment fluctuations despite the
phase of formation they were currently experiencing, however, the largest fluctuations were
observed during partial or complete cluster disintegration.
Yager et al. (2007) conducted a laboratory flume study on steep channels with large
immobile grains by implementing various boulder densities in addition to altering the
sediment flow rates to the system to examine alterations in roughness, sediment retention
and protrusion of the immobile grains. Their study was designed to emulate mountain
streams. The difference between total shear stress and the portion of shear stress imparted
on the mobile sediment found in their study is shown in Figure 11. As shown, a greater
proportion of the total shear stress (τ ∗t ) is imparted on the immobile particles when the
protrusion of immobile particles above the streambed increased, or when the density of the
immobile particles increased. Yager et al. (2007) used the parameter of λ/D to quantify
the density of large immobile grains on the channel bed, where λ [L] is the distance between
the particle centers, and D [L] is the particle diameter.
Yager et al. (2007) found that for a given sphere spacing, as sediment input increased,
bed roughness decreased, the proportion of the bed covered by mobile sediments increased,
and the protrusion of immobile particles decreased. Additionally, they found intermediate
levels of immobile particle densities (1.7 ≤ λ/D ≤ 2) were found to have the highest
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Figure 11: Dimensionless total shear stress and stress on mobile sediments (e) as a
function of protrusion of immobile grains or (f) as a function of immobile grain
density (Yager et al., 2007). τ∗t is the total shear stress and τ∗m is the shear stress
acting on mobile bed sediment.
bed surface area covered by gravel and the largest values of roughness. The reason the
higher density cases did not experience greater levels of roughness or gravel deposition
were identified to be the result of skimming flow, and a low total area for gravel material
to deposit between the large immobile particles. The lower densities of immobile particles
exhibited a large bed surface area of gravel deposition, but the higher velocities and reduced
inter-matrix opportunities for protected areas around the larger immobile particles resulted
in less gravel retention as immobile particle density decreased.
Yager et al. (2007) developed a sediment transport equation for beds containing large
immobile particles by incorporating the stress that is borne by the immobile grains, and
accounts for the limited availability of the mobile sediment. The basis for this formulation
was the excess stress based equation for sediment transport presented by Luque and Beek
(1976):
q∗s = 5.7(τ
∗
t − τ ∗c )1.5 (9)
This equation was then modified to use the shear stress acting on the mobile sediment,
and to determine the critical shear stress of the median mobile material rather than the
median size of the entire bed material. Additionally, the proportional area that the mobile
sediment occupies was also incorporated in the form:
q∗sm = 5.7(τ
∗
m − τ ∗cm)1.5
Am
At
(10)
where q∗sm is the dimensionless sediment transport rate for mobile sediment, τ
∗
cm is the
dimensionless critical shear stress for mobile sediment, Am is the area of mobile sediment on
the channel bed, and At is the total area of the channel bed. They found that the difference
between the equation accounting for the mobile sediment and that which ignored the effects
of the large immobile particles were similar in results when λ/D ≥ 2.0 . However, when
λ/D < 2, the modified equation by Yager et al. (2007) predicted the sediment transport
rates at least an order of magnitude less.
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Finally, a flume study completed by Ghilardi (2014) examined the impacts of various
sizes and spatial densities of keystone particles. Experiments were conducted under a con-
stant flow rate and a constant sediment feed rate throughout for all experimental runs,
however, the slope ranged between 6.7% and 13% due to the focus of the study being
on mountain streams. This study reaffirmed previous studies that sediment transport de-
creases with increased density of large particles on the channel bed. They also found that
as λ/D ⇒ 2, there was a significant reduction in sediment transport and was identified
to coincide with the change in flow regime from isolated roughness elements to wake in-
terference flow. They also found that for a given λ/D, the sediment transport capacity
increased with an increase in large particle sizes. This observation suggests that sediment
capacity is more sensitive to the number of flow roughness elements per unit area rather
than the size of the roughness elements.
Following the findings of Ghilardi (2014), where it was found that discharge was a
more useful metric than bed shear stress for determining sediment transport rates on a
bed containing immobile particles, the following sediment transport equation was proposed:
q∗s = 4.69S
2.10
√
q∗ − q∗cr (11)
where q∗ is the dimensionless discharge, S is the bed slope, and q∗cr is the dimensionless
critical discharge as calculated using:
q∗cr =
qcr√
gd350
= S−0.46
(
1− D
λ
)−0.7
(12)
The previous studies completed on the effects of large particles on a channel bed pro-
vide pieces of information that create an incomplete description of the impacts to sediment
transport and bed morphology. While each of the different studies fill in gaps in knowl-
edge, the wide variety of input parameters and data collection do not provide a holistic
understanding of the effects large particles have on bed morphology and sediment trans-
port. This study undertook a series of flume experiments to gain a holsitic overview of
the effects large particles have on sediment transport and bed morphology in a moderate
gradient gravel-bed channel.
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3 Methods
3.1 Overview and basis
This study consists of a flume experiment to examine the impacts to bed morphology and
sediment transport caused by varying densities of large, immobile particles on a channel
bed. To do this, the experimental setup is based on a previous laboratory configuration
that was aimed at evaluating the impacts to channel morphology and sediment transport
caused by urbanization induced by hydomodification (Plumb, 2017). Since Plumb (2017)
designed the experimental setup to mimic a natural channel in terms of flow, sediment and
geometry, using a similar setup allows this study to be related to natural channel processes
more easily .
While the study completed by Plumb (2017) consisted of varying hydrographs over
many flow events, this experiment contains a single hydrograph passing over a channel
bed with a known sediment supply, and repeating the experiment with varying densities
of large particles protruding from the channel bed. The hydrograph and the bed material
were sized such that the D90 of the bulk material was mobile at peak discharge (Plumb,
2017). The distribution of this material is a bimodal sand-gravel distribution.
To focus on changes in bed morphology and sediment transport, emphasis was put on
collecting the following data:
• bedload transport mass and texture using a sediment trap and analyzing the samples
collected,
• bed surface texture using topographic photo analysis,
• bed surface profile using topographic scans collected using the echo-sounder, and
• water surface profile and flow rates using manual measurements and ultrasonic sensors
at the limits of the study reach and within the head tank.
This information provides both the assurance that input parameters and initial condi-
tions were equivalent for each test case and a detailed examination of the impacts of the
large particle density in each test case.
3.2 Experimental facilities
Laboratory experiments were conducted at the Laboratory of Hydraulic Constructions
(LCH) at E´cole Polytechnique Fe´de´rale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Lausanne, Switzerland.
The flume setup consisted of a 9 m long by 0.5 m wide channel (Figure 12), with a flow
stabilization tank and v-notch weir at the upstream end, and a sediment trap at the
downstream end. The v-notch weir was verified to be accurate within +/- 10% based upon
a calibrated valve-discharge relationship (Plumb, 2017). Flow parallelisers were included
at the upstream end of the flume to remove turbulence created by the v-notch weir and
to ensure parallel flow lines entering the flume. A sediment feeder utilizing an Archimedes
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screw feed introduced a bed material mix at the upstream end, while a valve-adjustable
sediment trap collected sediment at the downstream limit of the flume. The adjustable
sediment trap outlets to a sediment collection basin, where the sediment was separated
from the water and dried prior to analysis.
Figure 12: Flume apparatus and profile with the measurement reach identified.
Flume width is 0.50 meters
The flume was equipped with sensors to flow depth and bed topography. An ultrasonic
sensor located in the head tank was used for discharge calculations relating depth to the v-
notch weir. The flume was also equipped with an echo-sounder on a motorized rail system
for the measurement of bed topography within the study reach limits of the flume to a
vertical accuracy of +/- 1 mm. Finally, a rail and camera mounting platform positioned
over top of the flume was employed to allow for bed photos using a 12 MP mapping camera,
which was used for bed material characterization.
3.3 Experimental Design
The current experiment was designed to assess the impacts to sediment transport and
bed morphology based solely upon changes in the density of large immobile particles on
the channel bed. The conditions being emulated were those pertaining to failed rip-rap
supplies to stream channels. As such, all variables not pertaining to the spatial density of
these large particles were kept constant for all test cases, including:
• input flow hydrograph,
• sediment input rates,
• bed and input material distributions,
• bed slope,
• large particle sizes and protrusion, and
• data collection methods.
Based upon the methods used by Ghilardi (2014), the density of large immobile particles
was defined by:
λ
D
=
distance between centers of particles
median diameter
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A schematic showing example measurements of λ and D is shown in Figure 13. The
range in large particle density for the experiment was based off of the result of Ghilardi
(2014), where it was shown that a maximum density of λ/D = 2 was dense enough to
capture all abrupt changes in sediment transport and bed morphology. As such, this
experiment was completed with a range of densities between approximately λ/D = 2 to
λ/D = 10. Additionally a base-case scenario was also completed, that contained no large
particles on the bed. The test cases and their relevant parameters are shown in Table 2.
Figure 13: Schematic showing example measurements of λ and D off of a
topographic photo of the flume bed.
Table 2: Particle size (D), particle spacing (λ), and number of particles per square
meter(N/m2), and area occupied by the particles as a percentage of total area
(Ai/At) for each of the cases tested in this study
Experiment Case λ/D D (mm) λ (mm) N/m2 Ai/At (%)
Base Case N/A N/A N/A 0 0
Test Case 1 1.92 24.1 46 465 24.6%
Test Case 2 2.63 24.4 64 244 13.2%
Test Case 3 3.82 25.6 98 105 6.2%
Test Case 4 5.17 25.0 129 60 3.4%
Test Case 5 6.75 25.4 171 34 2.0%
The large, immobile particles were sized to follow standard practices where the material
is sized to a factor of safety of 2, by doubling the diameter of the incipient particle size at
a peak discharge. Since the bed material was sized to ensure the maximum particle size
(10 mm diameter) was slightly larger than the incipient particle size at peak discharge, the
size of the large immobile particles were sized to be approximately 20 mm in diameter.
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Table 2 lists the spatial densities of the large particles for each test case run during this
experiment.
Protrusion depths of the large particles were set such that 50% of each large immobile
particle was protruding. Yager et al. (2007) found that the shear stress measured on
the channel bed was significantly impacted by changes in the particle protrusion, with
an increase in protrusion causing a decrease in bed shear stress on the mobile sediment.
The results presented by Yager et al. (2007) showed that a protrusion of 50% significantly
impacts bed shear stress while maintaining large particle stability, ensuring the effects of
varying large particle density could be be fully observed.
3.4 Experimental procedure
The overall experimental procedure is presented in Figure 14, with each test beginning by
establishing consistent initial conditions. Sediment was wetted prior to its addition to the
channel bed to avoid vertical sorting of dry sediment during the leveling and moving of
the sediment. The material was then graded longitudinally to achieve the same consistent
bed slope for the entire flume, and leveled laterally to avoid the formation of lateral bed
features during the experiment. 0.01 m/m was the bed slope determined by Plumb (2017)
to provide equilibrium sediment transport through the study reach in a case with no large
immobile particles on the bed.
Large immobile particles were subsequently introduced onto the channel bed. In order
to capture the full effects of the placement of large particles on the bed within the 3.5 m
measurement reach in the flume, a total of 2 m of the flume bed was seeded with the large
particles. Additionally, only the central 1 m of this 2 m reach was used for analysis to
avoid impacts of the flow transitions at the upstream and downstream ends. This 1 m of
the flume is referred to as the study reach. The large particles were numbered prior to
their addition to the flume, and an inventory of their a, b and c axes was created. This
information was gathered for determining the keystone density during the data analysis,
as the average diameter of the placed particles was not exactly 20 mm in diameter. The
particles were randomly selected and hand placed within the study reach with a distance
between each particle corresponding to the current test case. Once all particles were placed,
the particles were pressed into the bed until each particle was approximately 50% buried.
Visual observation of the protrusion was sufficient, as Yager et al. (2007) demonstrated
that bed shear stress was not sensitive to small variations in protrusion with the protrusion
around 50% of the particle diameter.
Once the bed was prepared, bed photos were taken using a top mounted camera. A
series of 12 plan-view photos representing 50 cm of channel length were taken along the 3
m stretch of channel containing the study reach, with 10 cm of overlap with each of the
adjacent photos.
Once the bed was prepared and the bed photos were taken, a flow history was estab-
lished in a similar manner to other studies (Waters and Curran, 2015; Mao, 2012). A flow
history allows the bed material to reach more stable positions, and for the fine, unprotected
sediment to flush away to allow for a slight armour layer to form (Waters and Curran, 2015;
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Figure 14: A) flow chart outlining the general experimental procedure for an
experiment, and B) water flow rate and the sediment input rate for the duration of
each test case. Numbered items in the flow chart are depicted in the bottom plot
at the time in which they occur.
Mao, 2012) The flow history was run at a small discharge ( 2-3 L/s), which was below the
initial discharge for the experiment’s hydrograph. This was run for approximately five
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Figure 15: Top view flume schematic showing the location of the 41 lateral bed
profile scans.
hours or until there was no sediment being collected in the bedload trap, and no mobility
in the channel was observed. Photos were taken after the completion of the flow history,
once the bed had been allowed to drain and dry to avoid reflections caused by standing
water and wet particles.
Bed profile scans were conducted immediately before beginning the hydrograph. Scans
were completed by backwatering the channel as the echosounder required the bottom of
the instrument to be submersed. Backwater the channel involved closing the bedload trap,
running a low discharge through the channel, and raising the downstream gate. Once the
water level had reached the bottom of the echosounder, profile data along the entire 3
m instrumented reach was collected every 1 cm for the 40 cm width at the center of the
channel. Profiles were not collected within 5 cm of the channel walls due to the physical
limitations of the echosounder. Figure 15 depicts the location of the 41 lateral profiles.
Once the entire bed had been profiled, the channel was drained slowly by turning off the
pump and opening the bedload sediment trap.
To commence the hydrograph, the downstream gate was lowered, the bedload sediment
trap valve was opened, and the channel was wetted using a low discharge equivalent to
the flow used during the flow history. Once the flow had achieved steady-state along the
entire channel length, the discharge was increased to the first stage of the hydrograph,
the sediment feeder was started, and a collection basket was placed at the bedload trap.
Figure 16 illustrates the flow rate, sediment input rate, and bedload collection samples for
the hydrograph used in each experimental case.
During each hydrograph, the ultrasonic sensors were used to monitor flow rates. A
side-mounted camera and a top-mounted camera obtained photos of the 1 m study reach
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Figure 16: Flume experiment flow rates, sediment input rates and the sample
collection schedule for each hydrograph. Numbers within the shaded boxes
represent the bulk samples that were massed, and the numbers above the shaded
boxes represent the bulk samples that were consolidated prior to size analysis.
at 10 second intervals throughout each experiment. On the opposite side of the flume from
the side mounted camera, a 10x1 cm grid was installed in order to provide scale for the
photos. An example photo from the side-mounted camera is shown in Figure 17, and an
example photo from the top-mounted camera is shown in Figure 18. Upon completion of
the hydrograph, profile scans were completed with the echosounder, and bed photos were
taken.
A second flow history was conducted at the end of each experiment for a brief period
of time (1 hour) in order to allow the sediment to settle and fines to wash away. This
procedure was conducted to reproduce field results, in which an extended low flow period
would occur after a flow event and before sampling could be completed on the site. After
the second flow history, another set of bed photos was taken.
After all photos and scans were completed for each experiment, keystone particles were
removed and the bed material was excavated to a depth of 3 to 5 cm to allow for a reset
of the bed material composition and initial depth and slope conditions.
The procedure outlined above was completed for each of the 5 test cases and the base
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Figure 17: Side view of the flume in the middle of the study reach during a
hydrograph. The grid behind the flume was defined at 1 cm and 10 cm vertical and
horizontal spacings, respectively.
Figure 18: Planimetric view of bed material sediment and numbered immobile
particles.
case containing no large particles. Subsequent to each experiment, sediment samples were
processed to obtain masses and grain size distributions. Bedload sediment collected at the
bedload trap was also processed at the end of each experiment.
This experimental procedure was conducted in a similar fashion to those of Plumb
(2017), with the following differences:
• Large particles were introduced in varying densities for the five test cases,
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• only one hydrograph was performed for each test case,
• the study reach was truncated to 1 meter (however 2 meters of the reach was seeded
with large particles), rather than the 3 meter reach used by Plumb (2017),
• an increased resolution of profile data was collected with the echosounder, doubling
the number of profiles measured across the flume width,
• bedload trap samples were collected at approximately half the frequency during the
hydrograph, and
• fine sediment from the beginning of the rising limb and the end of the falling limb
were further binned into groups of 4 hydrograph steps prior to the grain size analysis
to reduce processing time (samples were massed prior to combining).
3.5 Post-processing methods
In order to compare the sediment transport rates between data from the different test cases,
sediment transport ratios and bedload hysteresis were compared. The sediment transport
ratio (STR) evaluates the balance of sediment through the system, and was determined
by:
STR =
Qs,out
Qs,in
(13)
where Qs,in [M/T ] and Qs,out [M/T ] are the sediment transport rates entering and leaving
the flume limits, respectively. STR is a measure of the level of sediment storage within
the flume, indicating erosive or depositional trends. Bedload hysteresis was calculated by
evaluating the hysteresis ratio, which is defined as the ratio of total bedload transport on
the rising limb to the total bedload transport on the falling limb. The hysteresis ratio was
then plotted against the large particle density (λ/D) to determine any trends amongst the
test cases (Plumb, 2017).
To accompany the analysis of the bedload transport rates, the size of the transported
material was also measured and compared between the test cases and the base case. The
bedload transport rates and the size of the transported material were compared based on
the average values over each hydrograph as well as for just the peak discharge.
3.5.1 Bed Surface Grain Size Distribution
In order to evaluate the impact of varying densities of large particles over a hydrograph on
the channel bed morphology, the channel surface grain size distribution was compared. To
do this, photographs of the channel bed were taken and analyzed for each of the test cases.
The post-hydrograph bed material was compared rather than changes over the course of a
hydrograph. This was done due to observed variability of initial conditions, with varying
amounts of fine material being present on the channel bed after the flow history. Photo
analysis was completed using a similar method to that presented by Mao (2012). The
analysis involved taking 5 photos of the channel bed equally spaced along the study reach.
The images were scaled using CAD software, and an 8 by 8 grid was superimposed over a
0.30 m x 0.30 m area at the center of each photo (leaves 0.1 m at each side of the flume
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Figure 19: Superimposed sampling grid on bed surface photo. Red lines indicate
the b-axis measurements of each particle at the points of the grid.
to avoid edge effects and avoids overlap between photos). The particle located at each
intersection of the grid, as shown in Figure 19, was measured electronically to determine
each particles’ b-axis. Once a full set of 5 photos were analyzed, the b-axis measurements
were tabulated into a grain size distribution.
The analysis of each set of photos produced a maximum of 320 measured particles.
However, when a grid intersection corresponded to the location of a large, immobile particle,
the intersection was skipped to avoid skewing the results based on an increased density of
large particles. Therefore, the analysis resulted in each photo set containing between 247
and 310 particle measurements .
3.5.2 Particle Clustering Analysis
Particle clustering analysis was completed to determine how coarse bed material clustered
or disbursed due to the impacts of the large immobile particles. While the bed surface
grain size distributions provide a good metric for evaluating changes in overall bed surface
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texture, a more detailed approach was required for the particle clustering analysis to de-
pict the micro-scale changes in bed texture. To provide this more detailed approach, the
software program BASEGRAIN (Detert and Weitbrecht, 2013) was utilized to obtain the
B-axis measurements for all visible particles in the bed surface photos. A 50 cm x 50 cm
area in the center of the study reach was used for the analysis. Due to software constraints
and photo resolution, only particles with a b-axis greater than 2 mm were able to be
measured. The b-axis measurements were manually inspected and modified to remove the
measurements of the large immobile particles as well as to fix any incorrect measurements
provided by the software.
The particle clustering analysis began by associating each particle’s b-axis measurement
produced by BASEGRAIN to the spatial coordinate of the particle center. This was then
turned into a density heat map, showing the spatial density of coarse bed material, by
summing the square of all b-axis measurements within a 1.5 cm radius of each pixel on
the heat map. The b-axis measurements were squared prior to the summation to provide
more weight to coarser particles. The areas overlapping the large immobile particles were
removed from the analysis.
To observe the particle clustering over the course of a hydrograph in each test case, the
heat map correlating to before the hydrograph was subtracted from the heat map from
after the hydrograph. The result was a map where positive values indicated areas where
more coarse material clustered over the hydrograph, and negative values indicating the
opposite trend. An example of this resultant heat map, as well as the heat maps of before
and after the hydrograph, are shown in Figure 20.
Using the final heat map, the following three metrics of comparing the particle clustering
data were used to compare the test cases and the base case:
• the mean ratio; the ratio of the average positive pixel values to the average negative
pixel values, to depict whether the increases in particle clustering were more or less
substantial than the decreases in particle clustering,
• the increasing/decreasing area ratio; the ratio of positive pixels to negative pixels,
to show the proportion of bed area that experienced increased clustering to the bed
area that experienced decreased clustering, and
• the sum ratio; the ratio of the sum of all positive pixels to the sum of all nega-
tive pixels, to depict whether the overall trend was increased or decreased particle
clustering.
3.5.3 Profile scan data
In order to evaluate the 41 longitudinal profiles collected laterally across the flume both
before and after each hydrograph, the profiles were averaged to create one composite profile
for the entire flume width over the 1 m study reach. The profiles were averaged rather
than compared discreetly since the analysis was completed to get an overall understanding
of whether there were elevation or slope changes. An example of the resulting composite
profiles is shown in Figure 21, which shows the profiles from before and after the hydrograph
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Figure 20: Processed images from Test Case 3. Images A) and B) are processed
images for before and after the hydrograph, respectively. The blue intensity
represents coarse material density and black areas represent the large immobile
particle locations. Image C) is the comparison of image A) and B), where green
represents an increase in particle clustering, and red a decrease. Black in this
image is the removed areas where large particles were located.
in Test Case 1, as well as the resultant difference profile. The profiles were evaluated for
the average change in channel elevation as well as the final bed slope for each of the five
test cases and the base case.
3.5.4 Fractional transport analysis
To further compare the test cases and the base case, fractional transport (Pi/fi) analysis
was used to evaluate the relative mobility of the different particle size classes within the
bedload samples (Parker et al., 1983; Wilcock and Southard, 1988; Church and Hassan,
2002). Following the methods presented by Wilcock and Southard (1988) and Church
and Hassan (2002), Pi/fi is defined as the ratio between a size fraction i’s proportion in
the bedload material (Pi) and it’s proportion in the bulk bed material (fi). The scaled
fractional transport ratio (qbiPi/fi) is then scaled by the unit bedload discharge (qbi) of size
fraction i. Bulk material characteristics were employed here for reasons consistent with
Church and Hassan (2002) who found that the bulk material was more representative of the
reference material for fractional transport analysis. They found that this observation was
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Figure 21: Example of profile comparison between pre- and post-hydrograph
profiles isolated for the 1 m study reach. In the top plot, the Base Data profile is
the pre-hydrograph profile, with the Comparison Data profile being the
post-hydrograph profile. The bottom plot depicts the change in profile elevation,
with the horizontal yellow line indicating the value of no change in elevation
attributed to the uncertainty in the surface material composition at the time of transport,
as well as the lack of fines within the surface material that is prevalent in the bedload
material.
Scaled fractional transport was evaluated by employing the dimensionless unit bedload
flux (q∗bi), which is a method presented by Parker et al. (1983). The dimensionless unit
bedload flux is defined as (Parker et al., 1983):
q∗bi =
qbif
−1
i√
[(ρs/ρw)− 1]gDgiDgi
(14)
where qbi [
M
L·T ] is the unit bedload transport rate of the given grain size fraction of interest,
fi is the fraction of the size class in the bed surface material, ρs is the sediment density
(2650kg/m3), ρw is the water density (1000kg/m
3), and Dgi [L] is the geometric mean of the
sediment size class diameter. This method is compared against the modified Meyer-Peter
and Mu¨ller equation (Wong and Parker, 2006) as defined by:
q∗ = 4.93(τ ∗b − 0.0470)1.6 (15)
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The shear stress was determined at each flow step by using the depth collected using
the ultrasonic sensors and the bed slope with the following equation (Julien, 2002):
τ = γRhS0 (16)
where γ is the specific weight of water (9806N/m3), Rh is the hydraulic radius, and S0 is
the flume bed slope (0.01 m/m).
Equation 15 determines which size classes are either being over represented or under
represented in the bedload composition when compared to the sediment in the bed mate-
rial. Results are compared against other test cases, the base case and Equation 15. By
determining the representation of the size classes, inferences can be made about the hiding
of material by the large immobile particles, and the effects that large immobile particles
have on the applicability of typical sediment transport equations.
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4 Results
4.1 Bedload transport data
The sediment transport rates for each of the steps of the hydrographs were measured during
the experiment. The raw data from the sieved samples can be found in Appendix A. The
sediment transport ratio (STR) of each case shows that increasing the spacing between the
large immobile particles is related to an increase in the sediment transport rate. Figure 22
shows the sediment transport ratio for the bulk sample, but also for the fine and coarse
fractions of the bed material (separated by a particle diameter of 2 mm). There is an
increase in the sediment transport rate from a large particle density of λ/D = 2.63 to
λ/D = 1.92 for both the peak discharge (Figure 22B) as well as the entire hydrograph
(Figure 22A). This increase is a result of increased fine material transport, as the coarse
fraction has a decreasing STR as λ/D decreases over this range. Interestingly, the coarse
sediment transport ratio is lower for Test Case 5 (λ/D = 6.75) than it is for Test Case 4
(λ/D = 5.17) at the peak discharge.
Figure 22: Sediment transport ratio for sediment transported over the entire
hydrograph in each test case. The horizontal dashed lines indicates a value where
sediment into the system is equal to sediment leaving the system. Additionally the
coarse material (gravel) and the fine material (sand) are plotted separately to
depict STR of each of these fractions individually. A) represents sediment
transported during the entire hydrograph, whereas B) looks at the transported
sediment during the peak discharge only.
For reference, the sediment transport ratios of the base case are 2.80 and 6.62 for the
entire hydrograph and the peak discharge, respectively, which is higher than any of the
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test cases. It should be noted that for the entire hydrograph, the sediment transport ratio
was less than one for the highest density cases (Test Cases 1 and 2), indicating that there
was more sediment stored than eroded in the system during the hydrograph.
Figure 22 also shows that the fine fractions have a greater sediment transport ratio than
the coarse fractions for the highest density cases for both the entire hydrograph and at the
peak flow. As the density of large particles decreases, the coarse sediment begins to have
a higher ratio than the fine sediment. For the entire hydrograph, the STR of the coarse
and fine material nearly reaches equivalency during Test Case 4, meaning that the fine and
coarse material are similarly eroded out or deposited within the flume bed. When looking
at the peak discharge only, equity is achieved between λ/D = 1.92 and λ/D = 2.63.
The results presented in Figure 22 confirm than an adequate range in large immobile
particle density was tested. Ghilardi (2014) ensured that large particle densities between
λ/D = 2 and 3 were used to capture the significant drop in sediment transport within this
range. The results presented in Figure 22 show that this study was able to capture this
significant drop which appears between Test Case 2 and Test Case 3.
Figure 23: Change in the sediment size of transported material presented as a
percent change in size fractions from the base case (ie. if the D50 is 1 mm for the
base case, and 2 mm for the test case, this would be represented on the plot as
100%). The horizontal dashed line represents no change from the base case. A)
represents all sediment collected during the entire hydrograph, and B) shows only
sediment collected during the peak discharge
Figure 23 shows the change in transported sediment size from the base case, for both
the cumulative data over the entire hydrograph (Figure 23A) and for the isolated peak
discharge (Figure 23B). The overall trend is that the addition of large particles causes
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an increase in the transported material size until the highest tested densities, as shown
by values of <0%. As λ/D decreases (large particle density increases), the transported
material size becomes smaller. For both the cumulative hydrograph and for the isolated
peak, the highest density cases (Test Cases 1 and 2) relate to a decrease in particle size
of all fractions. At the highest density case, all particle size fractions are smaller than the
base case over the entire hydrograph and at the peak discharge. However, for all cases
other than the highest density case, the particle size is generally increased when compared
to the base case. The increase in particle size from a large particle density of λ/D = 1.92
and λ/D = 2.63 is a much greater increase than the increases in transported particle size
found at lower large particle densities. As Figure 23 shows, the impact of large particle
density on the transported particle size has the greatest effect on the median particle size
(D50). Additionally, the fine fractions are more impacted by the large particle densities
than the coarse fractions.
4.2 Bed material size
Figure 24 depicts the difference in bed material size found after the hydrograph for each
test case relative to the base case. The bed material gradations can be found in Appendix
B. The highest density case (Test Case 1) yields results of nearly equivalent to that of the
base case, with the bed material increasing as the density of the large particles decreases.
Figure 24 illustrates that the percentage change is lower in magnitude for the coarser
percentiles for nearly all of the test cases, with the exception of Test Case 1, where all
percentiles were approaching the same sizes found during the base case. Additionally, the
D60 and D84 of the bed material are both larger during all test cases than the respective
size classes during the base case, whereas the D30 and D50 experience decreases in particle
size during the highest density test case. The results show that the coarsest particle size
fraction is less impacted by changes in large particle density than the other size classes.
There does appear to be a maximum in the bed material size during Test Case 4. This
maximum is shown in the D30, D50 and D60, but the D84 and D90 experience a maximum
at the lowest large particle density.
4.3 Erosion and Slope Change
Using the composite profile data from each test, erosional and depositional trends of the
channel bed and changes in slope within the study reach were able to be determined.
Figure 25 presents the results of this analysis. The profile plots for all test cases and the
base case can be found in Appendix C. Changes in both elevation and slope (Figure 25)
are less at the lower density cases (Test Cases 3,4 and 5) than the differences found in
the higher density cases (Test Cases 1 and 2). The elevation drops are 35% and 39% of
the base case for Test Case 1 and Test Case 2, respectively, compared to 133%, 98%, and
78% of the other 3 test cases. Correspondingly, the final bed slopes for Test Case 1 and
Test Case 2 are 61% and 41% steeper than the base case, respectively, whereas the other 3
test cases are 12%, 7% and 17% steeper. These results mean that the higher density cases
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Figure 24: Increase in bed material size fractions found after the hydrograph with
decreasing density, represented as percent change from the results of the base case.
The horizontal dashed line represents no change from the base case value.
experienced more bed erosion and a greater increase in bed slope within the study reach
than the lower density cases.
The impact of the large immobile particles on the channel slope are readily apparent
until the density of the large particles reach λ/D = 3.82, after which lower densities of
large particles show little difference in slope from the base case. The change in channel
bed elevation over the hydrograph is reduced for Test Cases 1 and 2, with a small increase
in the observed change for Test Case 3, near equal change as the base case for Test Case
4, and a lesser reduction in change for Test Case 5.
4.3.1 Particle Clustering Analysis
The results of the particle density analysis show that there is an increase in coarse particle
clustering as the density of the large immobile particles decreases. Figure 26 depicts this
trend by showing the particle clustering with 3 different metrics used in the analysis: the
sum ratio, the increasing/decreasing area ratio and the mean ratio. Images showing the
clustering analysis for each of the test cases and the base case can be found in Appendix
D.
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Figure 25: The change in bed elevation (dark grey) over the course of the
hydrograph, and the final bed slope at the end of the experiment (light grey).
The increasing trend in coarse material density is consistent through all of the test cases
except for Test Case 4, which is below both Test Case 3 and Test Case 5 cases. If either
Test Case 3 or Test Case 4 were removed, the trend of increasing coarse material clustering
while large particle density decreases would hold, with the deviation likely being due to
experimental variability. The base case shows a decrease in coarse particle clustering, which
is opposite to the results of all of the test cases, however, the decrease is very slight.
4.4 Bedload hysteresis
The bedload hysteresis analysis, which focuses on the difference in sediment transport rates
between the rising and falling limbs of each hydrograph, resulted in a clockwise loop trend
(greater transport during the rising limb) during the base case and for nearly all of the
test cases as shown by Test Case 3 in Figure 27. This is consistent with the previous
findings of Mao (2012) where clockwise hysteresis loops were found for every hydrograph
of a laboratory experiment. Interestingly, this is opposite the result from Waters and
Curran (2015), where a counterclockwise hysteresis was found on the first hydrograph
of their lab experiments. The dominance of clockwise hysteresis trends indicates that
the sediment supply is greater on the rising limb or that an armour layer forms, making
sediment less available on the falling limb (Williams, 1989). The only exception to the
clockwise hysteresis loop trend is Test Case 4, which shows a figure eight trend, with a
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Figure 26: Results of the particle clustering analysis, displaying the mean ratio
(circles), the increasing/decreasing area ratio (crosses), and the sum ratio
(triangles). The horizontal dashed line represents values where the particle
clustering is equivalent between the beginning and completion of each hydrograph.
clockwise trend dominating the higher flows in the hydrograph. A figure eight trend could
be an indication of an armour layer breakup on the falling limb (Williams, 1989).
The base case has a sediment transport ratio of greater than 1 for the first step of the
rising limb (Figure 27), whereas the test cases do not, with the exception of Test Case 5.
The general trend observed was that the sediment transport characteristics of Test Cases
1 to 5 approached that of the base case with decreasing large immobile particle density.
Additionally, for all but one of the test cases and the base case, the maximum STR occurs
during the peak discharge. The differences in STR between the peak discharges and steps
before each peak discharge become smaller as the density of the large immobile particles
increased. Accordingly, during the highest density case (Test Case 1), the STR of the
discharge step before the peak discharge exceeds that of the peak.
The hysteresis of each case was summarized in Figure 28, which presents the results as
a hysteresis ratio. The hysteresis ratios have clear decreasing trends with decreasing large
immobile particle density. Additionally, all test cases have a higher hysteresis ratio than
the base case. Test Case 4 exhibits an outlying figure-eight hysteresis trend which does not
follow the decreasing trend as shown in the other test cases. The highest density case has a
hysteresis ratio that is 50% greater than the base case, with all cases (excluding Test Case
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Figure 27: Bedload hysteresis plots for two representative cases, Test Case 3 (left)
and Test Case 4 (right), depicted as the sediment transport ratio at various steps
of the hydrograph. The base case is plotted against both test cases for scale and
comparison. The horizontal dashed line represents equal sediment entering and
exiting the system of the course of the hydrograph step. Filled symbols indicate
steps on the rising limb of each hydrograph, hollow symbols identify falling limb
observations. Plots for all cases are found in Appendix E.
4) being substantially higher than the base case. It is notable that all cases, including the
base case, have a hysteresis ratio greater than 1.5. This result indicates that the sediment
transport on the rising limb of each hydrograph is much greater than that of the falling
limbs.
As Figure 28 shows, Test Case 4 (λ/D = 5.17) is lower than would be expected based
on the results of the other 4 test cases. A possible explanation for this result is that the
armour layer broke up during that test case, which would lead to an increased sediment
transport rate on the falling limb as the armour layer began to redevelop. This is supported
by Figure 26 which shows less coarse material clustering over the hydrograph, Figure 25
which shows that Test Case 4 experienced the most erosion of all the test cases, Figure 22
which depicts that Test Case 4 has the highest sediment transport rates of all of the test
cases.
4.4.1 Fractional transport analysis and dimensionless bedload rating curve
The dimensionless unit bedload flux (q∗bi) was calculated for each step of the hydrograph
for all test cases and the base case. These data were then compiled into dimensionless
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Figure 28: Hysteresis ratio versus large immobile particle density. The horizontal
dashed line represents the conditions where an equivalent amount of sediment is
transported on each limb. The base case has been plotted on the left for
comparison to the test cases.
bedload rating curves by comparing the bedload flux to the dimensionless shear stress by
employing Equations 14-16, with results shown in Figure 29. The dimensionless bedload
rating curves were plotted against the rating curves generated by applying the modified
form of the Meyer-Peter and Muller bedload transport equation (Wong and Parker, 2006).
The bedload transport rates were observed to be lower for increases in large immobile
particle density for most particle sizes in transport. The exception appears to be that of
the largest and smallest particle sizes which appear to be unaffected by changes in large
particle density. In all cases, the modified M-PM bedload transport equation over predicts
the transport of fine-grain material fractions and under predicts the transport of coarse
material fractions. The dimensionless bedload flux for the median particle sizes (from 1
mm to 2.8 mm) was noted to be lower than those for slightly coarser or finer material
fractions.
The fractional transport analysis for each test case and the base case determined both
the fractional transport ratios and the scaled fractional transport rates and are shown
in Figures 30 and 31 respectively. The fractional transport ratios (Figure 30) show that
the coarse material fractions are less represented in the bedload in the final discharge
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steps of the falling limbs. Variability in the fractional transport ratios is less for the
finer material, and greater for the coarser material as the large immobile particle density
increases indicating a trend in the partial transport (Ashworth and Ferguson, 1989; Wilcock
and McArdell, 1997). Excluding the first and last stages of each hydrograph, lower densities
of large particles correspond to conditions close to unity in the fractional transport ratio
across all size classes. In cases where higher large immobile particle densities were tested,
the size selectivity towards the fine to medium particle sizes increases (Figure 30). Further,
the fine material is mobilized more during the rising limbs and have values closer to 1, with
much lower fractional transport ratios for the fine material during the falling limbs.
Based on the scaled fractional transport rate (Figure 31), the first and second steps of
the rising limb are similar, with increasing large immobile particle densities having reduced
transport rates for all other steps of the hydrograph. Additionally, the changes in scaled
fractional transport at the coarser sediment sizes (greater than 1 mm) is greater than
the changes seen in the finer fractions. All of the test cases and the base case show a
decrease in scaled fractional transport rate around the median particle size of 2 mm. The
scaled fractional transport rates for the falling limbs decreased more as the sediment size
increased than the rising limb. This effect is more noticeable in the higher density cases,
but is present in all cases. The spread of the finest particle size in terms of the scaled
fractional transport rate is the greatest for the base case, with the spread becoming less as
the large particle density increases. Finally, the peak discharge displays a clear drop in the
fractional transport rate for the range of sediment size from 2 mm to 8 mm as the large
particle density increases, with a drop being observed in nearly all sediment sizes, but not
as evident.
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Figure 29: Dimensionless bedload rating curve for all cases. The modified form
(Wong and Parker, 2006) of the Meyer-Peter and Muller bedload transport
equation (Meyer-Peter and Mu¨ller, 1948) has been plotted for comparison (solid
line).
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Figure 30: Fractional transport ratio for for all cases. Fractional transport ratio
compares the representation of a material in the bedload compared to the same
materials representation in the bed material mixture. Triangular symbols represent
steps of the hydrograph on the rising limb, whereas circular symbols represent
steps on the falling limb.
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Figure 31: Scaled fractional transport rates for for all cases. Triangular symbols
represent steps of the hydrograph on the rising limb, whereas circular symbols
represent steps on the falling limb.
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5 Discussion
The common interpretation in systems with large particles protruding from the channel
bed is that there is a general drop in shear stress on the channel bed resulting in a reduced
sediment transport capacity (Ghilardi, 2014; Brayshaw et al., 1983; Hassan and Reid, 1990;
Yager et al., 2007). While this phenomena has been readily supported by the findings
within this study, it does not encapsulate the full range of effects that large immobile
particles have on sediment transport and channel morphology. While it appears that the
average force being exerted on mobile bed sediments is being reduced as the density of
large immobile particles increases, the results within this study do not all agree with what
would initially be expected of an overall drop in bed shear stress. This is shown through
changes in sediment transport and bed morphology.
It was suspected that the introduction of large immobile particles would cause decreased
shear stress, and it would then be expected that the size of the transported material during
the base case would always be coarser than material being transported during cases with
large particles present. While the sediment transport rate does decrease as the density of
the large immobile particles increases as predicted (Ghilardi, 2014; Brayshaw et al., 1983;
Hassan and Reid, 1990; Yager et al., 2007), the size of the transported material is not finer
in these high density cases as a typical sediment transport model would predict. Instead,
the size of the transported material at the highest density cases (Test Case 1 and 2) is
very similar to that of the case where no obstructions are present. The trend shows that
the transported particle size increases as the density of the large particles decreases. Not
only is this trend shown in Figure 23, it is also shown in Figure 22 in which the fraction of
coarse material being transported decreases as the density of large particles increase.
The bed texture results also do not follow the expected trends. The expected result
would be that as the large immobile particles cause an increase in bed roughness and a
decrease in shear stress on mobile sediments, finer material would be maintained on the
channel bed as it would not be able to be entrained (Ghilardi, 2014; Brayshaw et al., 1983;
Hassan and Reid, 1990; Yager et al., 2007). However, the results of this study show that
the channel bed is immediately coarser by 20 to 30% at the highest density case, then
shows an increase in bed material size as the large particle density increases to λ/D = 5.17
(Test Case 4), followed by a decrease in particle size until the maximum tested density of
λ/D = 1.92 (Test Case 1), which had bed material consistent in size with the base case. It
should be noted that the increase in bed material size from Test Case 1 to Test Case 2 was
the greatest increase in particle size between test cases, indicating that this might relate to
the densities in which flow structures are being impacted the most. A drop in shear stress
does not adequately provide an explanation for the process that causes an increase in bed
material size due to the presence of large immobile particles.
The trends in sediment transport and bed texture clearly showed the ineffectiveness of
the simple explanation that increasing large immobile particle density causes reduced shear
stress and increased resistance to flow. Rather, the sediment transport and bed texture
data support a more complex explanation that can be developed from existing literature
(Brayshaw et al., 1983; Tan and Curran, 2012; Hassan and Reid, 1990). Brayshaw et al.
(1983) found that isolated obstructions on a channel bed created localized areas of increased
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total kinetic energy and turbulence in the horizontal plane on the lee side (downstream
side) of the particles, as shown in Figure 10. If unaffected by downstream obstructions,
this would result in increased shear stress and scour holes on the downstream side of the
particles (ie. the processes leading to imbrication). These isolated obstructions also provide
areas that are protected from high energy flows where material could deposit. Hassan and
Reid (1990) identified that at high densities of large particles, the flow skimmed over the
tightly spaced particles. This high energy skimming flow created powerful eddies that acted
on the channel bed in the larger gaps of the randomly placed particles. Tan and Curran
(2012) found that when particle clusters were at a specific spacing, the flow patterns of
the clusters amplified each other, resulting in an increase in the power of the turbulence
structure between them. When the clusters were spaced further apart, the flow patterns
began to resemble isolated clusters. Alternatively, spacing the clusters closer together
resulted in the flow patterns interfering with each other and reducing the energy of the
turbulence cells.
To summarize, the more complex explanation of the trends in sediment transport and
bed morphology is made up of three key points:
1. isolated large immobile particles create localized areas of increased erosive forces, and
localized protected areas (Brayshaw et al., 1983);
2. at a narrow range of large immobile particle spacings, flow structures build upon
each other and amplify their erosive forces (Tan and Curran, 2012); and
3. densely spaced large immobile particles cause high energy skimming flow that is able
to create powerful eddies in gaps between the large particles (Hassan and Reid, 1990).
This complex explanation can be used to explain the trends observed in the current
study in sediment transport rate, size of transported material, and bed texture. During the
low density cases, coarser material was transported than the base case and the bed surface
was coarser. This is explained through the study presented by Brayshaw et al. (1983).
Low densities of large immobile particles provided isolated areas of increased energy that
allowed for the mobilization of material that could not be mobilized during the base case,
which caused the increase in transported material size. The scour holes created in this
process would contain the coarse material that the increased energy could not mobilize,
resulting in an increased bed material size. As the large immobile particle density increases
to the intermediate tested densities, the sediment transport rate peaks then decreases, the
size of transported material decreases and the bed material size peaks then decreases. The
peaks in sediment transport rate are indicative of the large particle density passing the
range in which the flow structures build upon each other and create more erosive force,
mobilizing more material and creating larger scour pools armoured with coarse material
(Tan and Curran, 2012). The drop in the size of the transported material is likely a result
of the coarse material that is mobilized in the scour pools being deposited in the increasing
number of areas where the large particles shield the bed from the flow (Brayshaw et al.,
1983). At the highest density, the size of the transported material and the bed material
size is nearly equivalent to that found in the base case. This can be attributed to these
parameters reaching a balance caused by the skimming flow (Hassan and Reid, 1990). The
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bed areas experiencing skimming flow are well protected from the high energy flow which
would allow fine material to deposit in the tight spaces between the large particles. This
also contributes to the drop in sediment transport rate. In the areas where there is a
bigger gap between the large particles and the high energy flow is able to impinge on the
channel bed, scour holes are formed exposing coarse material. While a greater proportion
of coarse material is likely able to be mobilized than during the base case as a result of
this high energy flow, this coarse material would likely be deposited prior to reaching the
sediment trap. For the size of transported material, a balance is reached between coarse
material that is mobilized from the scour holes and the coarse material that is deposited in
lower energy areas, resulting in similar results to the base case. Similarly, the bed material
is a balance between the coarse material present in the scour holes and the fine material
trapped between the densely spaced particles, which results in a similar surface texture to
the base case. It is predicted, that if the density of large particles increases past that tested
in this study, the areas in which the eddies could impinge would reduce or cease to exist,
resulting in a fining of both the transported material and the bed material in relation to
the base case. Therefore, it is clear that the findings from these three pieces of existing
literature are sufficient to explain the trends from this experiment in sediment transport
rate, size of transported material and bed material texture. The use of these findings will
be continued within the discussion of other results found within this study.
Interestingly, the density of large immobile particles on the channel bed had less impact
on the finest and coarsest size fractions of the transported material than the impacts on the
inter-quartile size fractions, as shown by Figure 23. While the limited change in the extreme
fine and coarse fractions could be attributed to sediment availability (ie. once the fines have
been washed off the bed surface, other material will need to be eroded for more fine material
to become available), the fractional transport analysis as shown in Figure 30 depict that
availability is not the cause of this due to their under-representation in the transported
sediment. When comparing the fractional transport at the higher discharges of 14.5 L/s
and 16 L/s on the rising limb and 14.25 L/s on the falling limb, the material around 2-3
mm exhibits the greatest changes between the different test cases. In contrast, the fine and
coarse material fractions stay relatively constant between all cases. The effects predicted
by Hassan and Reid (1990), which can be used to explain many of the other phenomena
within this study, can also be applied here. During the base case, it is likely that as the
finer material is eroded, the channel bed becomes armoured. The inclusion of the large
particles and their resultant eddies will produce an increased transport capacity in localized
areas and will provide for the ability to mobilize some of this coarser armour material. It
has been previously identified that material on the downstream side of an obstruction or
particle cluster is more frequently mobilized, and once mobilized, this material has shorter
travel distances (Brayshaw et al., 1983). This could cause the coarse material that forms
the armour layer to be mobilized due to the powerful eddies acting on the bed, allowing
more easily transported material to be conveyed, with the coarse material being deposited
in lower energy areas shortly downstream. With the deposition of this coarser material, it
allows for the increased storage of fine materials in the interstitial spaces created. Despite
the coarse material being mobilized, the low transport distances is a possible explanation
for the lack of representation due to the material’s inability to reach the bedload trap in
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the flume.
The clustering of coarse particles has similar trends (Figure 26) to that shown in the
transported material size and the bed material size, where it appeared that more particle
clustering occurred at the lower densities of large particles, with the base case having the
least amount of clustering and the higher the density of large particles approaching similar
results to the base case. It is hypothesized that the scour holes behind the large immobile
particles would provide a source of coarse material clustering due to the fines being washed
away in those areas, however the large particles would also provide protected areas for
fine material to cover the channel bed and reduce any coarse material clustering in those
areas (Brayshaw et al., 1983). Additionally, the destructive flow patterns of large particles
spaced closely together in the higher density cases would reduce the size of the scour holes
(Tan and Curran, 2012). As such, it seems logical that the cases with lower densities of
large immobile particles had the larger, more well developed scour holes overall, resulting
in the greatest increase in coarse material clustering. Whereas the cases with high large
particle densities would have more area where fines were trapped on the bed surface, as
well as a greater number of poorly developed scour holes due to destructive flow patterns,
resulting in a reduced amount of clustering.
The bedload hysteresis is generally increasing with large particle density (with positive
values being in reference to clockwise hysteresis, or more sediment transport on the rising
limb than the falling limb). Test Case 4 was an exception to this, experiencing a figure
8 trend. As discussed previously, this could be the result of an armour layer breakup,
resulting in increased sediment transport rates during the falling limb (Orru´ et al., 2016).
This supports the proposed concept that large particles on the channel bed create more
powerful eddying effects in the small scour holes on the downstream side of the particles
(Hassan and Reid, 1990). During the rising limb, since it is the first time the channel
bed has experienced flows above a low flow, material is being eroded from the scour holes.
On the falling limb, these scour holes begin to fill with material as the scouring force is
decreased to a point where material can deposit and the transport capacity in these areas
is decreased. Additionally, the highest density cases likely have the highest hysteresis due
to the much higher percentage of the mobile bed experiencing this effect compared to the
lower density cases or the base case.
Some very clear trends were observed within the bed profile results. The most obvious
observed trend was that the test cases with higher densities of large immobile particles
experienced less erosion over the hydrograph, and that all supplemental cases experienced
overall degradation of the channel bed. This overall erosion trend is likely a result of
the bed material experiencing flows of the tested magnitudes for the first time during the
hydrograph, causing the washout of unsettled and unstable material prior to an armour
layer forming (Plumb, 2017). The lower level of erosion present at the highest densities is in
line with other studies that suggest that large particle density is proportional to the overall
bed resistance (Hassan and Reid, 1990; Tan and Curran, 2012). An interesting result is
that the erosion does not increase with a decrease in large particle density as expected.
From a density of λ/D = 3.82 to λ/D = 6.75, the bed experiences a decreasing amount of
erosion. This is unexpected as the anticipated relationship between large particle density
and resistance would suggest that as large particle density decreases, the erosion amount
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would increase, approaching a maximum value at the base case. A possible explanation for
this may be that at a density between λ/D = 2.63 and λ/D = 5.17, there is a point where
the large particle spacing corresponds to the ideal spacing required for flow structures to
build upon each other (Tan and Curran, 2012). This spacing would represent the case with
the greatest number of well developed scour holes and the least amount of interfering flow
patterns, leading to the greatest amount of erosive force.
The bed profile slope does not follow a similar trend as the bed elevation. The bed slope
after the hydrograph is the steepest at the highest density case (Test Case 1), with the
slope decreasing as the large particle density decreases until the base case, which has the
shallowest slope. This trend is likely a result of material being deposited in the upstream
section of the study reach as the flow enters into the large particle lined reach which
has a larger resistance and a lower velocity, resulting in a decrease in sediment transport
capacity. This reaction will likely continue until a balance is reached such that the slope
has increased to a point where sediment transport continuity can be reached (ie. sediment
in = sediment out). This continuity would be reached when the increased slope causes an
increase in transport capacity, coupled with the reduced protrusion of the large immobile
particles lowering their reduction to bed shear stress. Additionally, if the sediment inflow
were to be increased, it would be expected that the slope found after the hydrograph would
be greater for all cases.
The fractional transport analysis helps explain the evolution of the bedload composition
as well as addressing other anomalous observations. For instance, as Figure 29 depicts,
the Meyer-Peter and Muller bedload transport equation is more applicable to the finer
material during the base case. However, for this experimental setup, the coarser material
corresponded more readily with what was expected in terms of trends in sediment transport
rates. Figure 30 shows that the changes due to the large particles being present in the
channel were more noticeable in the coarse material than in the fine fractions. It was found
that the fraction of coarse material present in the bedload was inversely proportional to
the large particle density. This trend was more apparent during the falling limb. This
characteristic would show that once an armour layer has developed, the coarse bed material
is not as easily moved as the density of large particles is increased. This drop in the coarse
material also indicates that as the large particle density increases, the system moves away
from equal mobility and towards size selectivity of the finer fractions. Additionally, the
first stages of the rising limb see little effect from the changes in particle density, as this
is likely due to the material being in non-stable conditions as they have not been able to
adjust to high flow conditions.
Figure 32 shows the fractional transport ratio for a select representative sample of the
density cases at the peak discharge only. Interestingly, in all cases, there is a distinct
drop in fractional transport ratio as the particle size increases past approximately 2 mm.
However, this drop is clearly more noticeable in the base case and in Test Case 1, with
the lowest density cases having the smallest decrease in fractional transport ratio of the
coarse material. Two main points are clearly apparent. First, the base case and the highest
density case are the most similar in terms of their fractional transport ratios, with the less
dense cases showing an increase in representation of the coarse material. Second, equal
mobility of the sediment is most apparent at an intermediate large particle density, with a
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Figure 32: Fractional transport rates at peak discharge for selected test cases and
the base case.
much more even distribution of size fractions being present in Test Case 3. The increase in
equal mobility at intermediate size fractions can be explained by Tan and Curran (2012),
where the intermediate large particle spacing causes the amplification of flow structures,
and the resultant mobilization of the coarse particle size fractions.
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6 Future Work and Practical Applications
To continue this research, it would be beneficial to conduct a similar study to examine
a wider range of large particle densities, as well as more iterations of the same densities.
Since protrusion of the large immobile particles was not incorporated into this study, it
would be useful to monitor it as another variable if this study were to be continued.
Additionally, it would be valuable to examine the long term effects of large particle density
by conducting consecutive hydrographs to observe the morphological development of the
channel in response to the large immobile particles. Finally, obtaining higher resolution
sediment transport data would be beneficial to analyze more detailed trends in the sediment
transport data. This was not completed during this experiment due to limited time and
personnel.
The results and relationships presented within this study provide a framework for pre-
dicting the response to failed channel stabilization works. A summary of these relationships
is found within Figure 33, which can be used as a guide to initial channel response resulting
from the introduction of large immobile particles to a stream bed. For instance, a practi-
tioner can qualitatively assess the density of the introduced material, and use this guide
to predict changes in bed material size, bed slope, erosional trends, etc..
Further to using the information provided in Figure 33 to predict channel bed ad-
justments, this information could be used to inform the design of channel features aimed
at remedying channel processes. A good example of this would be the design of a riﬄe
feature with protruding keystones to limit the impacts of fine sediment being introduced
through upstream construction activities. A riﬄe feature with a low density of protruding
keystone particles would effectively reduce the sediment transport rate, while increasing
the size of the transported material. Alternatively, in a scenario where land use changes
cause channel instability and increased sediment load to downstream reaches, a riﬄe or
series of riﬄes with a high density of protruding keystone particles could be used. This
would act to temporarily reduce the sediment transport rates while maintaining the size
of the transported material. Eventually, once the slope of these features increased to an
equilibrium, they would cease their storage of sediment and maintain sediment continuity
through the reach. While this research is able to provide a rough framework for the design
of in-channel features, further research would be required to ensure that the relationships
presented in Figure 33 are applicable in a natural river setting. Further research would also
be useful to establish design criteria for features such as the riﬄes containing protruding
keystone particles.
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Figure 33: Relative changes in key parameters relative to the base case. Shaded
circle scaled to represent change relative to the base case (shown as dashed circle).
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7 Conclusions
This study investigated the effects of varying spatial densities of large immobile particles on
sediment transport and bed morphology of a gravel-bed channel. A laboratory experiment
was conducted to study this relationship by simulating a hydrograph over an alluvial bed
in a flume. This research was aimed to present a more detailed look at the effects of large
immobile particles on a channel bed, and to provide a more holistic overview to consolidate
the findings of previous studies.
The results showed that the test cases corresponding to low densities of large immobile
particles experienced a decrease in sediment transport rate, but an increase in the size
of the transported material when compared to the base case. The bed in these cases
experienced an increase in bed material size and an increase in coarse material clustering.
These cases also experienced a more distinct clockwise hysteresis pattern with the coarse
material comprising a greater fraction of the transported material.
As the experiments transitioned to the intermediate densities of large immobile par-
ticles, the sediment transport rates further decreased, and the size of the transported
material also began to decrease. The channel bed experienced the greatest increase in bed
material size during these cases, as well as experiencing the greatest amount of erosion.
The hysteresis of these intermediate cases was an even stronger clockwise trend, while the
sediment transport approached equal mobility.
Finally, at the highest densities of large immobile particles the size of transported
material, the bed material size and the amount of coarse material clustering were all similar
to the results presented in the base case. Despite these similarities, the bed experienced
an increase in slope and decreased erosion compared to the base case. Additionally, the
highest density cases experienced the strongest clockwise hysteresis trends and the greatest
bias towards size selective transport.
The results presented within this study demonstrate that the effects of large immobile
particles cannot be explained simply by relating keystone density to an increase in channel
roughness and a decrease in transport capacity. However, the results are supported by a
more holistic explanation using the results of existing literature, specifically the research
completed by Brayshaw et al. (1983); Tan and Curran (2012); Hassan and Reid (1990).
The overall holistic model is summarized in three points:
1. Isolated large immobile particles create localized areas of increased erosive forces,
and localized protected areas (Brayshaw et al., 1983).
2. At a narrow range of large immobile particle spacings, flow structures build upon
each other and amplify their erosive forces (Tan and Curran, 2012).
3. Densely spaced large immobile particles causes high energy skimming flow that is
able to create powerful eddies in gaps between the large particles (Hassan and Reid,
1990).
While a substantial amount of research has been completed on the effects of large
immobile particles on sediment transport and bed morphology, the previous studies were
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often overly simplified or were conducted under a set of conditions that were not applicable
to moderate gradient gravel-bed streams. The research presented in this study is able to
consolidate the findings of existing literature to provide a more holistic understanding and
explanation of the effects that large immobile particles have on a natural gravel-bed stream.
This thesis provides a framework for predicting or understanding the impacts to a nat-
ural channel system caused by the introduction of large immobile material. Additionally,
the results of this study can be used to further research and develop design criteria for
engineered in-channel structures to remedy imbalanced channel processes.
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Appendix
A Sediment Transport Data
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